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From Walmart:
Signs of Fraud:
Poor grammar
Poor spelling
Outdated or brand- ing (a use of Walmart or WAL-MART, instead of Wal-Mart)
Poor “Fine Print.” If you scroll down on the page, there is often fine print disclosing that the offer is not actually
as it appears.
To receive the “free” gift card you are asked to complete
several steps and to request that several of your friends complete the same scam.
Don’t open or respond to an unsolicited email, internet
pop-up ads, or phone messages indicating you’ve won a free
prize or gift card (even if Walmart does not offer gift cards via email or text messages, or a call from a representative).
Walmart will only call or text with offers if you opt-in to receive such mes-
Sms and emails also mimic Wal-mart’s official social media.

PHISHING: Another scam technique, known as “phishing,”
takes place when websites try to trick victims into disclosing
logins, passwords or other sensitive information by disguising themselves as other websites or users may trust.

SCAM: One scam technique, known as “smishing,” uses
tablet device or cell phone. Scammers often use texting to
reap the benefits of SMS phishing.

From Target:
Signs of Fraud:
A free gift card is offered.
Scam. Suspicious indicators to look for include:
• Passwords
• Social security number
• Bank account details
• Credit card numbers
• Any other personal information such as:
  o Telephone number
  o Other financial informa-
tion
  o Relationship to the
    recipient
  o Corporation, business,
    school or organization
  o Date of birth
  o Mother’s maiden name
  o City
  o State

How to protect yourself:
• Never provide your personal
  information.
• Never click on a link or tap on
  a phone number in a suspicious
  text.
• Report suspicious activity.

From Rechner:
**Winter’s Tale** PG13
**Endless Love** PG13
**3D Pompeii** PG13
**No Passes** • $6 Tuesdays, all shows all day

**COMPASSIONATE MILLIONAIRE: A Radical Cementary for the 21st Century**
Comedy/Drama, starring Michael Caine, Gerard Butler, Morgan Freeman, Ed Harris, Monica Bellucci, and important to educate people on scams, but he was also surprised that they knew his aunt’s name. "They were using a name to get them to give them their handover their vital information, like account numbers, private passwords and Social Security numbers.
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School

From School:
I “saw that I wasn’t so sure that was the case, but thanked them for their advice,” said Kobik. He added:
Kobik referred to the NJ Administrative Code (NJAC) 18A:19-10.6, which states “the board of education of the regional school district shall not make any additional multimillion dollar expenditures except in connection with a crisis or an emergency, without the approval of the Commissioner of Education by March 26. “Any such expenditures over $50,000 must be reported to the commissioner by April 15 for a November vote. We are going to have, at the very least, this first round of rating debt in the next few weeks,” said Kobik. The commissioner has the ability to order the district to return the funding for regional Education by March 26. “Any such expenditures over $50,000 must be reported to the commissioner by April 15 for a November vote. We are going to have, at the very least, this first round of rating debt in the next few weeks,” said Kobik. The commissioner has the ability to order the district to return the funding for regional

SMISHING: One scam technique, known as “smishing,” uses mobile phone call and text messaging to trick victims into handing over vital information, using account numbers, private passwords and Social Security numbers.

PHISHING: Another scam technique, known as “phishing,” takes place when websites try to trick victims into disclosing logins, passwords or other sensitive information by disguising themselves as other websites or users may trust.
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